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ABSTRACT 

Agriculture sector has a colossal spot in Indian economy .Indian agriculture is the supporting of the 

entire economy. Economic difference in a non-industrial country like India in a general sense depends 

on execution of its agriculture and its joined endeavors sector. This sector expects an enormous part 

likewise occupation, work and public food security. It is the best source of work in India. Level of 

Indian people depending directly or indirectly agriculture for work open passageways is more than that 

of any sector in India as high as 70 % of its country family genuinely depends commonly on 

agriculture for their business, with 82% of farmer being barely anything and outskirts. It gives standard 

substances to affiliations, food to entire people and feed and grub to creatures. Agriculture is moreover 

a tremendous source of cash of Central and State governments. Indian agriculture has a fair spot by 

and large level getting basic foreign exchange for the country. Excusing the way that, its contribution 

to public compensation is reducing an outcome of higher improvement in accomplice and tertiary 

sectors, reflecting the improvement cycle and the mystery change happening in the economy. Indian is 

an agriculture based country, where over piece of people is depend on agriculture. This plans the 

primary source of pay. The responsibility of agribusiness in the public compensation in India is on a 

very basic level more, consequently, it is said that agriculture in India is a spine for Indian Economy. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Agriculture is the principal sector of Indian Economy. Indian agriculture sector addresses 18% of 

India's gross domestic product (GDP) and gives work to half of the countries workforce. India is the 

world's most critical maker of pulses, rice, wheat, flavors and punch products. India has various locale 

to choose for business, for instance, dairy, meat, poultry, fisheries and food grains, etc. India has 

emerged as the second most important maker of verdant foods in the world. (Ramphu, 2013) 

As demonstrated by the data given by Department of Economics and Statics (DES) the production of 

food grains for the year 2013-2014 is 264 million tons which is widened when stood separated from 

(2012-2013) 257million tons. This is a fair discretionary effect for the Indian economy from the 

agriculture sector. India stays among crucial three to the degree that production of different agricultural 

things like paddy, wheat, beats, groundnut, rapeseeds, customary products, vegetables, sugarcane, tea, 

jute, cotton, tobacco leaves, and so forth. Clearly, on publicizing front, Indian agribusiness is right 

currently restricting the issues, for example, low level of business sector put down nearly a sensible 

split the difference and coordination, openness of strong and consistent information expected by 

farmers on different issues in making. 

By far an enormous piece of the Indians are directly or indirectly depending on the agriculture. Some 

are directly coexisted with the making and a few others are gotten with working with these product. 

India can make the food grains which can make titanic capacity in Indian Economy. To achieve given 

out mark by the government it necessities to offer assistance with example of land, bank credits and 

different equipment to the little farmers close by the gigantic farmers with this we can expect some 

improvement in Indian economy. (Arjun, 2013) 

Agriculture sector equivalently gives grub to creatures (35.33 crores). Cow and buffalo give cautious 

food as milk and they likewise engage draft to encourage attempts. In like manner, it other than meets 

the food necessities of people. Import of food grains has been little lately, rather convey streets are 

being looked for. 
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The agricultural sector deals with country's trade. Agricultural products like tea, sugar, rice, tobacco, 

seasons, etc incorporate the basic things of things of India. Enduring the improvement relationship of 

agriculture is smooth, convey augmentations and imports are diminished incredibly. Thus, it helps with 

lessening the adversarial concordance among pieces and save our foreign exchange. This complete can 

be a lot of used to import other fundamental data sources, standard substance, gear and other infra-

structure which is generally consistent for the advancement of economic improvement of the country. 

(Pandey, 2009) 

The improvement of agricultural sector prompts marketable abundance. As country grows a 

dependably stretching out number of people are to be partaken in mining, making and other non-

agricultural sector. This enormous number of people depend upon the food production which they can 

meet from the marketable abundance. As agricultural improvement occurs, yield increases and 
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marketable flood makes. This can be proposed to various countries. Here, it legitimizes zeroing in on 

that the improvement of Japan and various countries were made possible by the overabundance of 

agriculture. There is most certainly not a really clear defense for why this was preposterous in our own 

case. 

 

 

Fig: Agricultural Exports from India  (US$ billion)  

Agricultural sector contains an essential spot in the country's product trade. According to a check, 

agricultural products like jute, tobacco, oilseeds, flavors, cruel cotton, tea and coffee tended to around 

18% of the steady worth of things in India. This demonstrates that agriculture products really continue 

to be crucial source of getting foreign exchange. 
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The agricultural sector is key as it gives more essential business immense entryways in the progress of 

water framework projects, squander development and other such activities. With the rapidly making 

people and high rehash of joblessness and covered joblessness in switch countries, it is simply 

agriculture sector which offers more prominent work open doors to the labor force. As such, meaning 

of agriculture emerges to a reliably expanding degree. (Gummagolmath, 2009) 

ROLE OF AGRICULTURE IN THE INDIAN ECONOMY 

The control of the agricultural sector in the Indian Economy is: 

1.Contribution in GDP 

Since the hour of Possibility, the agriculture sector has been the colossal accomplice of the country's 

GDP. In the financial year 1950-1951, agriculture and other related practices had a piece of 59% of the 

country's full scale GDP in that money related year. Despite how there is a reliable drop in the 

agriculture sector, it is correct now perhaps of the most crucial sector in the Indian Economy. On the 

other hand, in made countries, for instance, the UK and USA, the agriculture sector contributes just 

around 3% of the country's done GDP. 

2. Most conspicuous Employee Sector 

In India, the agriculture sector has most of the full scale people of the country pulled in, which makes 

it the sector with the most number of employees in the country. Isolating it and the made nations, India 

has around 54.6% of the total people in the agriculture sector pulled in, while in made nations like the 

UK, USA, France, and Australia, simply 2%-6% of its endlessly out people is partaken in the 

agriculture sector. 

3. Source of Food 

India is the second-most crosscountry on earth. Furthermore, to oversee such a beast people, there is 

by and large a strong requirement for a heap of food. Consequently, there is a fundamental for 

agriculture and a requirement for less dependence on the agriculture sector for the Economy. 
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4. Industrial sector 

For the persisting social occasion of products, there is a strong requirement for unrefined substances, 

and to fulfill this need, by far most of the undertakings in the country gather this common substance 

directly from the agricultural fields. In India, around half of the compensation generated in the 

industrial sector comes from agricultural-based affiliations. In this manner, in India, the industrial 

sector is outstandingly dependent upon the agricultural sector. 

5. Commercial Significance 

Indian Agriculture is huge for the industrial sector and trading purposes both inside and from a decent 

ways. Agro-products, for instance, tea, coffee, sugar, cashew nuts, flavors, etc, which are consumable 

and material products like jute, cotton, and others contribute half and 20% separately to the all around 

product of the full scale country. These total to around 70% of the country's done product and help the 

country in procuring foreign exchange. 

6. Contribution to the Government's Revenue 

Agriculture is the main source of pay for the central and state governments. The government of the 

country has enormous revenue from rising region revenue. Also, the improvement of agricultural 

product produces revenue for the Indian rail courses, which assists the government in revenue with 

creating. 

7. Economic Planning and Agriculture 

India's planning prospects are relatively solidly subject to the agriculture sector. A decent gather by 

and large offers energy to the country's exorbitantly lengthy economic improvement by extra 

developing the business climate for the transportation structure, making sectors, inside trade, and so 

on. 

A productive collect similarly suggests that the government will have adequate money to cover its 

coordinated purposes. Basically, a horrible secure objectives a total trouble in the country's business, 
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which finally prompts a breakdown of economic planning. Thusly, in a country like India, the 

agricultural sector expects a basic part, and the Indian economy's flourishing is still energetically 

subject to it. Due to the above study, clearly agricultural improvement is a chief precondition for 

sectoral gathering and economic new development. 

Agriculture is the sole food supplier to the world as everyone is creating interest for food is other than 

growing if agriculture is unbeneficial in outfitting people with the key necessities the outcome is 

gigantic loss of economy, agricultural up degree is essential chipping away at the of commonplace 

matter for agro driven experiences particularly for lacking and arising countries. 

The agriculture product need has an identical result on the industrial product which achieves enormous 

cost of the expense, indirectly influencing the economic movement of the country. The four plants, oil, 

beat, jute everything depends on standard substance from agricultural. It likewise gives progress in 

surplus to raising the agricultural products, more production gives an entryway to extra unmistakable 

products of agricultural products. 

The improvement in agriculture sector has diminished the heap of many made countries who face 

absence of foreign resources, agriculture doesn't require high resources for progress as fundamental it 

settling the issue of foreign resources .Agriculture sector moreover helps in reducing the opening 

between the metropolitan and conventional by giving regularly preposterous key for agriculture sector 

, it similarly influence reasonable interest. Coming to India which is an agricultural country and has the 

second most noticeable people on earth. 

With a general public of 1.3 billion, agriculture sector is the basic part for economy improvement with 

the rising in people interest for food correspondingly extends. In India 70% of everyone live in 

standard India where agriculture is the fundamental source of pay and 90% are farmers .believe it or 

not there of cerebrum of the GDP comes from the agricultural sector which is the second most 

enormous after Bangladesh. Agriculture is commonplace in basically all attempts including material. 
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Essentially all making encounters are directly or indirectly dependent upon agriculture for standard 

substance, where today India is attempting to chip away at the agricultural sector and make the 

presence of farmers fulfilling and give them most incredible work spaces to the improvement of 

establishment and other basic for progressing of the agricultural sector. 

DISCUSSION 

Indian economy generally depends on agriculture sector for their general new development .Typical 

economy is head for practical improvement of India , with the agriculture sector adding to 28% of the 

public compensation and incorporates more than 50 % of the workforce , the business is the check of 

Indian economy . The agriculture sector other than gives common substance to various endeavors. The 

material business is the fundamental business in the world and an essential exporter of pieces of 

clothing which is in a general sense dependent upon standard substance from the agriculture sector. 

India product of agriculture has chipped away at all through the extended length, increase foreign trade 

, Today India is one of the most mind-blowing exporter in the general market for rice , wheat , milk , 

cotton , foods made from the start 

India has a particularly gigantic agricultural sector. While the sector's piece of GDP has bound in the 

past 30 years to around 15%, it genuinely includes around half of India's workforce and saves for a 

fundamental piece of the extravagant in Indian GDP. India has the second most critical area of arable 

land in the world and is a tremendous maker of different agricultural products. 

Improvement in agricultural outcome all through late different years has solid districts for been, from 

an overall perspective, crop production has had the choice to completely keep cognizant with the 

mentioning from a making people. Despite the productivity refreshes in the Indian agricultural sector 

over late different years, yields stay low by generally standards and improvement in yields has actually 

been not precisely higher than the world normal. 

In particular, yields for oats and vegetables remain by and large under the world norm. Crop yields 

have expanded basically more for rice and wheat than for various oats, similar to grain, or for beats. 
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Wheat yields have endlessly out broadened all through late years and rice yields have extended, while 

yields for beats dealt with insignificant over this period. 

While organized to meet a tremendous piece of its food basics from domestic production, India very to 

import some food. Trade in agricultural products watches out for a legitimate piece of unbending stock 

trade, at present around 8% of products and 2 percent of imports. Agricultural trade has, in any case, 

grew rapidly all through the scope of the most recent 10 years, with the value of products and imports 

both recording normal yearly movement rates of around 15%. Rice, animal feed and seafood are 

India's significant food conveys, while products of the dirt are its most vital food imports. 

The extension of agricultural production over the new different years is other than reflected in the 

changing arrangement of India's food conveys, with the piece of standard things like tea and coffee 

declining and the piece of meat trades creating. Food grain imports are really low, consistent with 

India being generally free in grain production. A lot of India's trade is with economies inside a 

moderately short development distance, disregarding the way that imports of wheat and sugar come 

from extra far away sources like Russia and Brazil. 

For the most part, India has become more open to agricultural trade of late, regardless of what the way 

that government approaches have regularly been driven by developments in domestic food production 

and overall food costs. Starting around 2006, import liabilities on wheat, rice and pulses have 

ceaselessly been invalidated to help the domestic availability of these products and to lessen domestic 

expense pressures from ascending overall food costs. 

CONCLUSION 

The Indian economy is an agro-economy and depends astoundingly on the agricultural sector. 

Regardless of essentially supporting the Indian Economy, the agricultural sector other than stays aware 

of the industrial sector and generally speaking trade in imports and products. Anyway the contribution 

of the Agricultural Sector to the Indian Economy is diminishing, it is the sector with the most number 

of people working in it around the country. India's agricultural sector is right now vital for the Indian 
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economy, regardless of the way that its significant for the economy has diminished over the scope of 

ceaseless years. India has made legendary advances in agricultural production in consistent different 

years, including the introduction of extraordinary yield seed blends, expanded use of manures and 

further made water the supervisors structures. Changes to land scattering, water the managers and food 

spread plans will also revive productivity and assist India with fulfilling its making with requiring for 

food. 
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